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Jacques Almain (c. 1480-1515) was a French doctoral student at the
University of Paris under John Mair, the Scot who also mentored George
Buchanan, Jean Calvin, and John Knox. And after his studies, Almain
became a professor of theology at the university. Despite his short career
– he died around the age of thirty-five – Almain produced a series of works
including three specifically on ecclesiology. In these writings, he argues
in defence of conciliarism. In brief, papalists and conciliarists sparred over
who has supreme authority in the Church on Earth, the pope or the
ecumenical council representing the Church. The conciliarists favoured the
council, which, they argued, could depose and/or excommunicate a pope
if necessary for the good of the Church; papal defenders, of course,
disagreed.1 Two works in which Almain advances his conciliarist views
are Question in Vespers (hereafter Questio)2 and his Book on the Authority
of the Church or Sacred Council (hereafter Libellus);3 both were written
in 1512. Almain became prominent due to the latter in particular, which he
was commissioned to write by the University of Paris; effectively, he was
tasked with defending the Council of Pisa and its conciliarism. Pisa had
been called by nine cardinals in 1511 in opposition, for political and
ecclesiastical reasons, to the reigning pope, Julius II. The pope had tasked
the Master of the Dominicans (1508-18), Thomas de Vio, known for his
later confrontation with Martin Luther, with critiquing Pisa and its
conciliarism. He completed the undertaking with his work, On the
Comparison of the Authority of Pope and Council in 1511. Almain’s
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Libellus would be his reply.4

After providing background on ecclesiastical dominion and
corporation theory, I will argue that key features of Almain’s ecclesiology
and conciliarism as found in Questio and Libellus are underpinned by a
mereology (i.e., an approach to wholes and their parts) that is rooted in the
Via moderna (“Modern Way”), the school also known as nominalism; in
particular, it is rooted in anti-realism (also called nominalism) and
terminist logic.5 In this way, Almain shifts away from the prevalent view
among conciliarists that the Church and other social bodies, such as
ecumenical councils, should be understood as corporations – that is, as
entities that are, to some extent, legally and conceptually distinct from their
members. In place of the corporation, Almain treats these bodies as wholes
that are, fundamentally, the sum of their respective parts. As we will see,
a key reason for this anti-corporate view is Ockham’s razor, to which
Almain and other proponents of the Via moderna broadly adhered.

Ecclesiastical Dominion (Dominium)

A key topic of discussion in Almain’s conciliarist texts,6 and one that
also features in one of his Commentaries on the Sentences of Peter
Lombard,7 a standard theological text at the time, is secular and ecclesiasti-
cal power, especially dominion (dominium). Effectively, dominion is a
faculty or power exercised with right reason – a form of valid authority –
to act on or have authority over an object or person,8 and it can be held by
individual persons or groups thereof.9 Almain argues that there are four
forms of dominion – original, natural, ecclesiastical and civil10 – and the
impact on persons is most clear with the civil and ecclesiastical forms.

Civil dominion is authority that is directed toward its end, viz., the
common good qua earthly felicity of its members, while ecclesiastical
dominion is authority directed to the salvation or eternal felicity of
individual Christians.11 For Almain, ecclesiastical dominion is rooted
primarily in Matthew 18:15-18: the teaching that, should a brother sin and
refuse to be privately corrected, one should “Tell the Church,” and in
Christ’s gift of “the keys” to the disciples to bind and loose.12 This
dominion includes the Power of Jurisdiction in the Internal Forum, viz.,
forgiving and imposing penance in the Sacrament of Penance, which is
private and can only be exercised over willing Christians.13 It also refers
to the Power of Jurisdiction in the External Forum, which is public and can
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be exercised over willing and unwilling Christians.14 It includes powers to
define what ought to be believed in faith and morals and what ought to be
done or not done;15 to grant ecclesiastical dignities and privileges (e.g.,
benefices);16 to grant indulgences, remitting temporal punishment for sin;17

and to censure (e.g., excommunicate, depose).18 Like most conciliarists,
Almain’s chief interest is dominion in the External Forum: the object of the
pope’s authority qua pope,19 and a key object of the council’s authority.
Therefore, the form of dominion that will be raised in this paper is that of
the External Forum. For late medieval conciliarists in particular, it was
exercised within the Church as a corporation. 

Corporation Theory

1. Canonist Corporation Theory and Conciliarism

Brian Tierney provides a succinct definition of the medieval
corporation (universitas) that would fit the views of most medieval
lawyers: it is “a group of persons who were considered for legal purposes
as if they formed a single entity. Thus a corporation could own property,
enter into contracts, sue or be sued.”20 It was, to some extent, conceptually
and legally distinct from the members such that it had a legal personality,
i.e., to a limited degree, it functioned as a person under law. Especially
from the pontificate of Innocent IV (r. 1243-54) onward, the dominant
view – although there were detractors21 – was that the corporation was a
“legal fiction”; any personality one might ascribe to it had its basis solely
under law.22 Since this theory (or set of theories) was developed by jurists
and canon lawyers, it is often referred to as “canonist corporation theory.”
There were other corporation theories, too, but this type was particularly
influential. It came to be applied to many social bodies and institutions,
such as universities, cities, and ecclesiastical councils. It also was applied
to the Church itself, in particular, by conciliarists, even while many,
especially theologians, would also accord it a “higher” spiritual or mystical
existence.

Hostiensis (c. 1200-71), an influential Italian canon lawyer, made an
important contribution to canonist corporation theory, especially with
respect to the ecclesiastical corporation. He adopted an earlier view that a
ruler, while superior to a corporation’s members individually, is inferior to
the corporation itself; as a result, the ruler is bound, like every member, to
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its regulations.23 According to Tierney’s analysis, Hostiensis then applied
this to the Roman church whose fundamental members, he argued, were
the pope and cardinals. Together, they “formed a single corporate body
subject to the normal rules of corporation law.” In this way, papal authority
was understood to reside in the whole corporation, not just the pope.24

Following Hostiensis, John of Paris (d. 1306) and, thereafter, various
conciliarists who attended the councils of Constance (1414-18) and Basel
(1431-49) adapted this view, arguing that the College of Cardinals or an
ecumenical council representing the whole Church qua a corporation could
be assembled, which held supreme ecclesiastical authority. And in the case
of necessity, that body could depose and/or excommunicate the pope for
the good of the Church.25 According to a number of scholars, Almain
adopted this view.26 

It is certainly correct that Almain was influenced by the canonist
corporation tradition. In particular, Almain believed that it is the whole
Church qua collectio fidelium that has supreme authority, or as he often
calls it “dominion” from Christ; that such dominion is only exercisable
when the faithful are gathered together at an ecumenical council; and that
the pope is bound by its decisions as his superior. That said, texts suggest
that Almain shifts away from an important feature of corporation theory,
namely, the corporation itself qua an entity legally and conceptually
distinct from the members. In contrast, he depicts social bodies as the sum
of their respective members, due to his mereology which is firmly rooted
in the Via moderna. Before we consider this position, though, we will
briefly look at some of the historic influences of anti-realism and realism
on corporation theories and ecclesiologies.

2. The Influence of Anti-Realism and Realism on Some Corporation
Theories

It was not uncommon following the work of modern legal historian,
Otto von Gierke (d. 1921), to interpret canonist corporation theory as
thoroughly “nominalist” (i.e., anti-realist), in particular, the emphasis
among jurists and canon lawyers, following Innocent IV, on the corpora-
tion’s status as a legal fiction.27 Over the past number of decades, however,
it has been shown that this is not the case and, rather, that the fiction theory
of corporations developed apart from anti-realism, even though, as some
have reasonably argued, anti-realism reinforced it.28 In this respect,
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therefore, it is clear that one should be cautious lest he or she conflate
questions of law with metaphysics. That said, reception of corporation
theory was, in certain cases, impacted by one’s philosophical presupposi-
tions, including one’s anti-realism or realism.29 In such cases, particular
medieval thinkers brought together legal and metaphysical categories, or
considered one in light of the other.

William of Ockham, for instance, rejected canonist corporation
theory. As Janet Coleman has argued, “[Ockham] treats the corporation of
individuals, not as a legally created persona . . . but as a unified collection
of real, individual persons.” And given the fiction theory of corporations,
“Ockham insisted that such a fictive entity cannot perform real acts or
possess real rights under law . . .”30 This applied, for Ockham, to all forms
of corporations, including the State, the Church, and the Church’s
councils. While the origins of Ockham’s view on this are disputed, many
scholars have justifiably linked its development to his anti-realist emphasis
on the individual.31

A century after Ockham and before Almain, there were a number of
conciliarists, in particular at the Council of Basel and especially during its
“final phase” (1437-49),32 who advocated forms of ecclesiastical holism:
coupling canonist corporation theory with ideas of a more philosophical
order. Several council fathers advanced Neoplatonic realist accounts
according to which “the council [is] a visible manifestation of the invisible
essence of the Church,” and “the Church as a whole is prior in being to any
of its ‘parts,’” the members.33 It was also widely supposed that the council
functioned as one, with a personality by which it could express the
“collective mind or will of [the Church] community.”34 Granted, not all of
the council fathers who advanced ecclesiastical holism at Basel were
realists,35 and it was not uncommon to ascribe personality to corporations,
even by anti-realists. However, several fathers at Basel did both on a realist
basis.36

In his Summa de ecclesia (1453), Juan de Torquemada (1388-1468),
a papal supporter and critic of conciliarism – not to be confused with his
nephew, Tomás de Torquemada, the first Grand Inquisitor in Spain –
contested the Baslean fathers’ personification of the council by appealing
to the view that the council, as a corporation, is a legal fiction. It does not
actually have a mind or will.37 In this way, Torquemada “struck at the
keystone of Baslean Conciliarism, by claiming that it rested on an
exaggerated conception of social unity.”38
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It is difficult to read the works of conciliarists without being exposed
to some reference to corporations. Given the prominence of the fiction
view on the one hand, and Almain’s familiarity with the decrees of and
interventions at Basel,39 in which more holistic views were embraced, on
the other hand, it is fair to expect Almain to have had at least a general
awareness of some different approaches to, or ways of discussing,
corporations. As we will see, his view is similar in some important ways
to that of Ockham and is rooted in an anti-realist and terminist mereology
the foundations of which we will now consider.

Almain’s Ecclesiology

1. Foundational Mereological Principles in Embammata Phisicalia

In his work Embammata Phisicalia (1506), Almain uses Aristotle’s
Physics as a starting point to address a series of problems, both physical
and conceptual, and especially pertaining to the concept of a whole (totum)
and its parts. Almain had earlier trained in terminist logic under John
Mair,40 and in the beginning of Book II of Embammata Phisicalia, Almain
raises terminist terminology and approaches to mereology. As a key
example, Almain introduces the terms cathegoreumatice and syncathe-
goreumatice.41 (Later, he also uses the synonyms collective and distribu-
tive.42) If a whole is taken categorematically/collectively, it means that it
is taken complete with all its parts, or as the sum of its parts.43 If, however,
a whole is taken syncategorematically/distributively, it is taken according
to each integral (i.e., essential) part, individually.44 To give an example of
how these terms could be used, if we ask whether a whole house is worth
$500,000, this may be true if it is taken categorematically/collectively, i.e.,
all of the parts taken together; but it would likely be false if it is taken
syncategorematically/ distributively, for each integral part – e.g., the roof,
foundation and each wall – is not likely to be worth $500,000 by itself. In
Embammata Phisicalia, Almain indicates that these distinctions, which
were prominent in terminist approaches to mereology, are also key to his
own.

Soon after this, in his discussion on Book I of Aristotle’s Physics,45

Almain accepts what is explicitly identified as a “nominalist” (i.e., anti-
realist) position: “a whole is the sum of all its parts.”46 It is contrasted with
a “realist” position: “the whole is distinguished from the sum of its
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parts,”47 a position Almain associates with the Scotists (i.e., Duns Scotus
and his followers).48 Notably, the nominalist view has the same basic
meaning as a whole taken categorematically/ collectively. While Scotus
uses the categorematic-syncategorematic distinction in his corpus, which
includes accepting that all parts of a whole can be taken together,49 in a
strict sense, “a whole . . .is an entity really distinct from the sum of its
parts”;50 one key exception is an aggregate, which is formed of parts that
remain discrete, like a pile of rocks. For Almain, however, as a nominalist
(i.e., anti-realist), a whole is never distinguished from its parts, which are
always taken categorematically or syncategorematically. And every whole
is the sum of its parts.51 These anti-realist and terminist mereological
principles were later used by Almain in his discussion of social bodies.

2. The Church as a Non-Corporate Collective

Almain’s approach is discernible from his discussion on two senses
in which social bodies can be understood. In a passage from Libellus,
Almain writes:

A particular polity is not . . . called royal, because one person would
rule over it who would be greater than the whole community in
jurisdiction, and not subject to it in any manner whatsoever, but only
on account of this reason: one rules who has jurisdiction [over] any
other [member] from the community and is superior to him [i.e., each
one].52

Almain makes this point, because he contends that the Church is,
fundamentally, a monarchy, even though the pope’s power comes from
Christ via the Church qua the collectio fidelium. In making this claim that
the ruler does not have jurisdiction over the community as a whole, but he
does over each member, Almain is following earlier conciliarists’ use of
corporation theory in order to defend two positions. Firstly, supreme
dominion in the External Forum is the possession of the Church as a
whole; and secondly, the pope exercises the Church’s dominion as its chief
minister, a capacity he has over each Christian as an individual. If the pope
were able to exercise supreme dominion over the Church as a whole, the
argument goes, he would be its superior. In this way, therefore, Almain’s
claim is not a new one, and does rely on corporation theory. However, and
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this is key, earlier conciliarists articulated this view with the understanding
that the Church is a corporation. Almain embraces these features of
corporation theory, however, while indicating that he does not actually
view social bodies, such as the Church, as a corporation, as we will see.
A key form of the above argument put forward especially by jurists was
that the pope does not have authority over the Church universitas (i.e.,
corporation), which truly holds supreme dominion, but he does have
authority over all as “individuals” (singuli).53 While this formulation most
explicitly invokes the corporation, there were others too. Pierre D’Ailly (d.
1420), for instance, argued that the pope does not have power over “all
clergy” (omni clero) “taken collectively” (capitur collective), but he does
have power over all clergy “taken distributively” (capitur distributive) (i.e.,
each individual cleric or a particular body of clergy).54 Jean Gerson (d.
1429), in turn, argued that the pope does not have power over the Church
“taken collectively” (i.e., all the faithful taken together), but only
“dispersedly” (dispersive) (i.e., all the faithful dispersed across the
world).55 As a final example, Nicholas of Cusa (d. 1464) asserted that the
pope is not the superior of “all” (omnium) of the Church but of the
“members individually” (membra singulariter).56 Other formulations were
used too, but these are important examples for our study of Almain’s
thought, as we will see. Significantly, it has been argued by various
scholars that universitas, “collectively” (collective), and “all” (omnium),
in this context, were equivalent terms that connoted the Church as a
corporation.57

In Libellus, Almain refrains from using the juristic formulation, the
most explicitly corporate, but uses the terminology of D’Ailly and
Gerson,58 a simplified version of Cusa’s formula,59 and adds many others.
These include his original use of “whole . . . taken categorematically”
(totum . . . cathegoreumatice), but without the parallel, “whole . . . taken
syncategorematically” (totum . . . syncathegoreumatice)”;60 “all the rest”
(toto residuo) (i.e., the Church without the pope) vs. “any particular
member” (quodlibet partiale membrum);61 and “whole community” (tota
communitate) vs. “any other [member]” (qu[a]elibet alterum)(i.e., any
member other than the ruler, the pope).62

Almain uses these terms in a consistent way, indicating that the pope
is inferior to the former but superior to the latter; and this would suggest
that the terms are equivalent for him. Yet, the number of terms and phrases
he uses, none of which are explicitly corporate, begs the question, is
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Almain using them in the narrow, technical sense of a universitas? I would
suggest he is not. Almain’s original use of cathegoreumatice, in particular,
stands out. As we saw, Almain uses this terminist term in Embammata
Phisicalia, along with the synonym collective, and in the context of
mereology, they both mean that a whole is complete as the sum of its parts.
Their counterparts, syncathegoreumatice and distributive, refer to each
integral part of a whole, which in this case is every part, i.e., each of the
faithful. Notably, these terms roughly correspond with the others in our list
above, taken in a non-corporate and mereological sense. 

By using collective-distributive, cathegoreumatice and the other terms
loaded with meaning from terminist mereology, Almain is arguing that the
pope does not have dominion over the whole Church in the sense of all the
faithful together, complete as collectio fidelium63 – a view distinct from
that of a corporation; but the pope does have authority over each member
of the Church (a position left unchanged from his predecessors). While this
shift away from the corporation is a subtle distinction, it indicates that the
Church, for Almain, is the sum of its parts, the members. This is re-
enforced by Almain’s anti-realist approach to wholes, as we saw in
Embammata Phisicalia.

That this is, in fact, Almain’s approach is supported by his applica-
tion in Libellus of the collective-distributive distinction to ecumenical
councils, which represent the Church,64 while providing a description of
how they are constituted in Questio – a text written only months prior –
that is incompatible with the universitas. In brief, while it was broadly
accepted at the councils of Constance and Basel that a council is legally
distinct from its particular members and identical to the Church,65 Almain
seems to have disagreed. Rather, he again appeals, albeit implicitly, to
mereology: the council, for him, is identical to the council fathers who
form it and who, during their time together, collectively hold the Church’s
authority as, it seems, integral parts of an integral whole. An integral whole
is composed of parts, including integral (i.e., essential) parts without which
the whole would cease to exist as that whole.66 Now, Almain does not use
the terms “integral whole” or “integral part” in the text, but his logic
suggests them. He argues that if a pope were excommunicated by a council
– the only authority able – he could be absolved by “no one . . . except . .
. they themselves who passed it”; the only exception is if the pope were
dying.67 Almain, here, is appealing to the principle that a censure can
normatively be lifted only by he or they who impose it or their superior,
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and an ecumenical council has no superior.68 But why could not a council-
imposed censure be lifted by a legally identical council that just happens
to have different members? The reason seems to be that the council, for
Almain, is not a corporation but one and the same as the members who
form it as integral parts and who collectively hold ecclesiastical authority
while gathered: hence, all who impose a papal censure – and only they –
must agree for it to be overturned. Now, since Almain applies the
collective-distributive distinction to councils, which, as we have just seen,
he views as non-corporate collectives, it is highly probable that he views
the Church, to which he applies the same distinction, in the same way. 

It was certainly possible to be an anti-realist and view social bodies
as corporations,69 but some found it problematic, as we saw with Ockham,
the “Venerable Inceptor.” While Ockham was more explicit in giving his
view, Almain’s shift from the concept of a corporation as distinct from its
members to the view that only the members exist and have legal statuses
shows a similar trajectory from categories of law to metaphysics: from
what exists under positive human law to what exists really.70 In fact,
Almain was very familiar with and cited Ockham’s thought extensively,
especially in areas related to Via moderna principles, political thought and
ecclesiology, to the point that, within about thirty years of his death,
Almain was thought to have been a Franciscan, while he was actually a
secular priest!71 While I have not found clear evidence that he was directly
influenced by Ockham on the status of a corporation, Almain’s position
thereon reflects a broader theme in his thought, which he does share with
Ockham.

Throughout Almain’s corpus, he raises metaphysical questions. He
considers, for instance, if common natures exist and answers no, just
individual natures.72 He also asks if real relations exist, connecting things.
He is less clear on this but seems to think not.73 Finally, as we saw in
Embammata Phisicalia, Almain asks if a whole is distinguished from the
sum of its parts, and he answers no; it is simply the sum of its parts.74 In
each of these cases, Almain considers realist and anti-realist views and
sides with anti-realism. In doing so, he reflects a tendency within the Via
moderna to apply Ockham’s razor: rejecting what are deemed superfluous,
non-existent things. Almain’s shift from corporations – which were
broadly acknowledged not to exist apart from the law – to collective
persons, who do exist and, therefore, can exercise authority, fits this
approach. 
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Conclusion

In this article, I have argued, firstly, that there is a logical connection
between Almain’s position on corporations and the Via moderna: not only
did he replace the corporation with an anti-realist and terminist mereology,
but he did so, at least in part, following Ockham’s razor. Secondly, the
Church, for Almain, as well as councils and other social bodies, are
nothing other or more than their respective membership. One need not be
an anti-realist or student of the Via moderna to hold this view, but the
evidence suggests that Almain held it in large part because he was. It is
worth noting, moreover, that Almain’s views as outlined in this paper
problematize ecclesiastical unity as articulated by the medieval canonist
traditions. For Almain rejects that “subordination” to the one pope is
necessary for unity, as papalists held, and also that the faithful are united
as members of the Church qua a corporation, as other conciliarists held.75

Rather, we are left with a group of loosely united individuals: suitable for
an anti-realist.
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